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Abstract—Nowadays, there are various robotics courses and programs. The media in the robotics courses is vital in the classroom because it is set up in order to enable students to learn efficiently. Therefore, the goals of this study were 1) To develop a teaching demonstration of a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)-controlled 5-axis robotic arm, 2) To determine the efficiency of a 5-axis robotic arm controlled by PLC teaching demonstration set, 3) To explore the learners' learning achievement using the PLC-controlled 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration set. 4) To explore students' satisfaction with a 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration set controlled by a PLC. This study based on experimental study, which included a sample group of 30 vocational students in the Diploma in Electrical Power who participated in the basic robotics course. From the evaluation of the efficiency of the built-in 5-axis PLC-controlled robotic arm teaching demonstration set. The robot arm was found that the efficiency of location and route testing was in accordance with international organization for standardization (ISO) 9283 requirements. Furthermore, students who studied with the robotic arm teaching demonstration set performed better than those who did not. The findings of the satisfaction survey found that students who learned with the 5-axis robotic arm controlled by PLC teaching demonstration set reported high satisfaction. Moreover, the developed teaching demonstration set could be used as an effective learning tool.

Index Terms—Teaching demonstration set, robot, PLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are increasingly being used in manufacturing processes in modern industrial plants. The articulating robot, also known as a mechanical arm, has a structure similar to a human arm [1]. The majority of the controls use a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) as a controller to control these robots [2], [3]. This type of robot is designed for handling workpieces in the manufacturing process. Currently, this type of robot is being applied to work to be more capable than handling workpieces. The robot is applied in welding processes, painting, or robotics [4], [5] various parts in the automotive industry, as well as being a prototype for use in teaching in colleges.

In today's education, there are more robotics courses and courses that are taught. Using robots in robotics teaching and learning activities increases the students' attention [6]. Therefore, this article has studied the type of articulated robot or robotic arm by applying the robotic arm to the study together with the lessons to the expected learning outcomes [7].

In order to make the teaching activities effective and efficient. If the teacher lacks media (robotic arm) as an intermediary for teaching, it is difficult for learners to understand the content of more complex learning. Especially, Practical applications require real equipment in order to allow learners to practice programming skills. The teaching does not meet the intended learning objectives because of robot control skills. The research of [7]-[9], conducted the research using robotics in the classroom mentioned that using robotics in the classroom resulted in more creative participation. Using robotics fostered problem-solving and teamwork skills, encourage students to improve their writing, reading, collaboration, and communication skills.

From the afore mentioned issues and concepts, this study focuses on finding ways to improve teachers’ educational innovation to develop practical skills and knowledge of the subject while honing problem-solving abilities in accordance with desired characteristics. As the reason, there is a procedure for creating teaching materials in the form of teaching kits or teaching demonstrations by building a model robot from a prototype and controlling it with a PLC with the teaching for learners to learn movement, which includes the creation of guidelines to help teachers achieve a high level of effective technology and innovation use in their classrooms.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1) To develop a teaching demonstration of a PLC-controlled 5-axis robotic arm.
2) To determine the efficiency of a 5-axis robotic arm controlled by PLC teaching demonstration set
3) To compare students’ achievement between pretest and posttest for learning using 5-Degrees of Freedom (DOF) Robotic Arm.
4) To explore students’ satisfaction on a 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration set controlled by a PLC.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Population and Sample

The population was 473 students of the electrical power department. Kanchanapisek Vocational College, Nong Chok.

The sample used in this specific study were 30 students who were studying for the Vocational Certificate (Vocational Certificate) in the field of Electrical Power Engineering. The electrical power department at Kanchanapisek Vocational College, Nong Chok, Bangkok, Thailand, enrolled in an introductory robotics course, the sample was divided into 25 males, 5 females.
IV. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The current Research was designed based on ADDIE model, shown in Fig 1. The steps are as following.

Degree and mechanical arm movement mechanism in each axis by specifying Axis 1 has a maximum working angle of 355 degrees and Axis 2 has a maximum working angle of 270 degrees. Axis 3 has a maximum working angle of 284 degrees. The working angle of axis 4 has a maximum working angle of 270 degrees, and the working angle of axis 5 has an infinite working angle. As shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4

A. Analysis

From analyzing teaching conditions in the introductory robotics course, the students were unable to complete the objectives that were defined. The main problem is the lack of media or teaching materials used for improving practical skills.

B. Design

1) The design of the teaching tools was a 5-axis robotic arm demo kit, shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5.
2) For organizing the classroom environment, the students were divided into six groups of four students each.
3) Learning activities included
   ● Learning Activity 1 Basic knowledge of robotic arms
   ● Learning Activity 2 Algorithm writing
   ● Learning Activity 3 Order of operation and programming
   ● Learning Activity 4 Reprogramming
   ● Learning Activity 5 Program application
4) Achievement test (Pretest and posttest) based on multiple choice questions was created
5) Robot programming and control skills tests were developed as following:
   ● Axial movement control skills of robotic arm
   ● Rework control skills
6) Satisfaction survey was developed based on a 5-axis robotic arm teaching kit controlled by a PLC

C. Development

Developing and constructing a demonstration kit to teach a 5-axis robotic arm, a type of articulated robot, which is a prototype of a Dorna robot [11], is a type of articulated robot. The dimensions of the robot base are 72x72 millimeters (mm). (Upper Link) 152.4 mm (Lower Link) 203.2 mm, the height from the floor to the end of the handle is 206.4 mm, and the dimensions from the base to the wrist are 500 mm. As shown in Fig. 2
D. Robot Control System

A PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) [10] is a machine control device used to automate the operation of industrial machines. It can be easily programmed to control a variety of devices. A microprocessor is included in the PLC system. It is an important aspect of the PLC’s operation. The signal from the input is either an analog or a digital signal, which is forwarded to the Central Processing Unit (CPU) for processing as well as sending a signal to the output. System wiring diagram (Stepper Drive to Stepper Motor) are shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. The working principle of hardware [12].](image)

E. System Wiring Diagram (Stepper Drive to Stepper Motor)

Fig. 7 shows connection between Output PLC to Stepper Drive and Stepper Motor by PLC supplying output to the Stepper Drive in order to control and command the Stepper Motor to work [13].

![Fig. 7. Connection of the PLC to the stepper drive and the stepper motor.](image)

F. Software Control

Designing control program used PLC Mitsubishi FX5U CPU Model program GX Works3 as programming software using LADDER DIAGRAM language. As shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. Example of a programming ladder diagram.](image)

G. Parameter for 5 DOF Robotic Arm

Parameter configuration for the movement of a 5-axis robotic arm is controlled by a PLC with a pulse signal speed control method, which uses the method of inputting the calculated parameters into the program. How many degrees does the mechanical arm move? It depends on the given parameter input rate as in Table I for the given robot. The only parameters required to locate the end (grip) of the robot are the angle of each joint and the movement of the linear axis (or a combination of the two for such robotic forms, such as Scar). However, there are several ways to define a point. The most common and convenient way to define a point is to specify the Cartesian coordinates for that point, for example, the position of the "end effector" in mm in the X, Y, and Z directions relative to the origin of the robot [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(degree)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Gear Ration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45˚</td>
<td>2304</td>
<td>4 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90˚</td>
<td>4608</td>
<td>4 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180˚</td>
<td>9216</td>
<td>4 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360˚</td>
<td>18432</td>
<td>4 : 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. Data Collection

In this research, the data collection process was divided into two parts.

1) The tool for data collection was a teaching demonstration of a 5-axis robotic arm. Data collection methods are performed by testing the reproducible performance of the robot arm to determine the path tolerance. In the manner of picking up objects of size 30x30x40 mm from one position to another on the test field that has been created as defined in Cartesian coordinates, shown in Fig 9. The Cartesian coordinate system, or 2D plane coordinate system, is used to find the position of any point. The horizontal numerical line is called the X-axis, and the vertical numerical line is called the Y-axis, and the intersection of these two axes is called the origin and is denoted as "O", and the entry tolerance is measured. To determine the maximum and minimum working distance of the mechanical arm in the test field. As shown in Table II.

There are several methods to find a robot’s error. The method employed in this research was iteration, which picked up an object from a position of X300,Y300 to a position of X-300,Y300 and determining the error of the position, which robot placed the object. Fig. 10 shows the error values in each iteration.
### TABLE II: THE EXPERIMENT WAS REPEATED BY PICKING AN OBJECT FROM A POINT (X300, Y300) TO A POINT (X-300, Y300) 10 TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Times</th>
<th>Designated position (mm)</th>
<th>Position (mm)</th>
<th>ERROR%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chart shows the error experiment was repeated by picking an object from a point (X300, Y300) to a point (X-300, Y300) 10 times.

### I. Implementation

1. **The researcher has two methods and procedures for collecting data.**
   1) The achievement test (pretest and posttest) was based on the multiple-choice questions. The test based on a PLC-controlled 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration set. A pre-class test was administered for the pretest. After that, learners learn from teaching and learning activities in practice. The skills of disassembling the robotic arm were practiced. As shown in Fig.11 and to practice movement control skills by having students write a program to control the movement of the robotic arm to move according to a specified degree. Students control of the handling of specimens from one position to another on the test field, where the teacher determines the position. Then after that, students do a posttest at the end of the semester.
   2) Satisfaction form was used to assess students’ satisfaction on learning using demonstration of teaching a 5-axis robotic arm controlled by PLC. As shown in Table IV.

### V. Data Analysis

Pretest, posttest, paired t-test, and descriptive statistics were used to determine the students’ satisfaction with the 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration set, such as mean and standard deviation (S.D.).

A method for analyzing the efficiency of a 5-axis PLC-controlled robotic arm teaching demonstration set by finding the repeatability tolerance. Apply the principle of measurement (calculation of measurement error) from the position of the X and Y axes on the test field and determine the absolute error and relative error.

### VI. Results

A. To Create a 5-Axis Robotic Arm Teaching Demonstration Kit That Is Controlled by a PLC.

The development of a demonstration set for teaching a 5-axis robotic arm controlled by a PLC as a teaching aid in an introductory robotics course includes a 5-axis mechanical arm robot that can be used in real-life situations.

B. To Find out the Efficiency of the PLC-Controlled 5-Axis Robotic Arm Teaching Demonstration Kit.

A test of reproducibility of a robotic arm in the manner of picking up objects of size 30x30x40 mm from the position (X300, Y300) to the point (X-300, Y300) of a 5-axis robotic arm teaching demonstration kit controlled by PLCs has tolerances for repeatability and movement of each axis, with average tolerances of not more than ±5%, which tolerances are based on programming, position and size of the workpiece as well.

C. To Compare Students’ Achievement between Pretest and Posttest for Learning Using 5-DOF Robotic Arm.

5-DOF robotic arm was used as an instructional media in conjunction with teaching and learning in the ADDIE model. The findings revealed that there was a significant difference in the scores for the pretest (M = 14.97, SD = 81) and no posttest (M = 26.00, SD = 1.93) conditions; t (30) = -29.11, p<0.001. "Pretest and posttest.” of those who learnt with a demonstration of teaching a 5-axis robotic arm controlled by a PLC.

D. To Explore Students’ Satisfaction on a 5-Axis PLC-Controlled Robotic Arm Teaching Kit.

From satisfaction survey based on the 5-axis PLC-controlled robotic arm teaching demonstration kit found that the satisfaction was at a very high level. In order to consider in each aspect, the teachers’ value was at high level.
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